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INSTALLING FLOOR TO CEILING CABLES

Determine the cable centre measurements required by measuring
between the fixing posts on the light pockets and transfer these
measurements to the floor.

Having marked out the floor positions for the pair of cables, use a
plumb bob to find the location on the ceiling directly over the floor
position.

Unscrew the fixing  A from the ceiling fixing C and securely fix to your
mark on the ceiling.

Do the same to the floor with fixing B from the cable tensioner.

Hang the cable from the ceiling fixing C allowing cable to slowly unwind.

Undo the small brass fitting D attached to the cable inside the tensioner
E with the 1.5mm allen key provided and while keeping cable under
tension slide brass fitting up the cable until it is flush with the top of the
floor fixing B and re-tighten.

Cut off the excess cable so that it is 7mm below the top edge of the 
floor fixing.

Screw the outer body of the tensioner E on the floor fixing B.

You should feel the tension starting to be taken up just before the
tensioner is screwed fully down. Please note that the cable will pull
gently out against the spring when tensioned correctly. If there is no
movement the tension is to strong and the brass fitting needs to be
moved down the cable slightly to release some of the tension.

Repeat the above procedure for the second cable.

Remember, the cable is only as strong as your fixing to the ceiling.
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INSTALLING LIGHT POCKETS ON TO FLOOR TO CEILING CABLES

The light pocket comes complete with fittings for attaching to cables. It is important that before you fit the
light pocket check that the pockets are opening from the top and that the slots for fixing the pocket to the
cable are to the rear facing away from the window. This will ensure that the polarity of each pocket is
identical when attached to the cables. The polarity is clearly marked on the fixing posts. Damage to the
light pocket will occur if the pockets are attached incorrectly.

Once you have determined where the light pocket is to be fitted, remove the allen screws fom the posts
on the rear of the pocket and attach the pocket to the cables. When level tighten allen screws.

Transformer should be fixed in a suitable position adjacent to your pocket kit. Mains wire should be
connected to plug socket or suitable fused spur. Output leads from the transformer should be attached
to cables using fittings provided as shown in diagram below. Please note that the positive wire has a
continuous black stripe.This must be connected to the positive side of the panel or damage will occur.

Make all connections with power suply switched off

12v Transformer

Power connectors
for cables

Light pocket connected
between two cables

False Ceiling

Fitting marked
negative

Fitting marked
positive

White power lead with
black stripe - positive

Mains Supply - 240 Volts
connected to a 3 pin
socket or fused spur
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10mm off each edge will be lost behind
the frame. We advise to set margins of
20mm before any text or logos. 

A0 = 841 x 1189 mm 
Visible = 821 x 1169 mm
(20mm Silver Border)
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